Well, look what we have here. Looks like Pachuka is upset about something, and tossing out lies in the process. Since it’s about SSRG and myself, I will respond and defend myself.
Italics are the original text found on Pachuka’s site.
Reply made on Nov. 15, 2002

http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/

ok. WTF.

Now it's on. You want to play games son? Let's go.

On october 7th, after a month of not checking the ssrg for updates, I noticed Andy posted an article stating a lot of thing I'd like to reply to.

Correction, “after a month of not stealing content from SSRG member pages, I decided to return to steal more content. I noticed…..”
First off, I'm going to state the following.

*ahem*

FUCK ANDY.

Whatever happened to you leaving Andy? Are you still so bitter I stole your thunder? Oh, that's right, I didn't steal it, it was handed to me because you acted like an asshole and walked all over your friends.

I’m touched! I never knew you cared! LOL!  Who said I returned? 
I am bitter at you for lying and manipulating information about me and SSRG for your own personal benefit. Admit it, you have always wanted to see SSRG fail. You have deleted or edited posts on the SSRG and Emulation Zone news pages. You have publicly insulted Saxman (when he was with SSRG) and other SSRG staff members without merit. (I can understand insulting Stealth for some of the things he has done.) You even snitched to the people at Ezboard and got the Area51 MB taken down so people would come to your board. In the end, those tactics did not work. 
Eventually, you resorted to lying and manipulating information. Sadly, many people in the Sonic community are not old enough to sort fact from fiction for themselves and are willing to listen to the “rebel” and to whatever sounds good. As a result, you were able to form a wave of rebellion against SSRG and myself using false information
Think I’m lying? Look at the age groups of the people who think you are correct and the people who think I’m correct. The older, more mature audience is on my side. The young, more naive branch is on your side. As the younger audience begins to mature, they will slowly begin to realize the what is the real truth. It’s already happening: people who flamed me are apologizing for being so blind.

Everyone hated me when I started to become active after my jail stay. Not because I was in jail, as you so lovinly mention over and over and over, but because I'm an egotistical asshole with no reguard for other people.

You were an “egotistical asshole” even before you went to prison. That is why you went to prison in the first place. You thought you could get away with stealing someone’s car and committed grand theft auto. In the end, you paid the price. However, I did not hold that against you. I did not like the fact that you swore uncontrollably like an uneducated adult, or that you have porno on a site about a video game, but I believe in giving people a second chance in life. I even gave you a second chance on the Area51 Message Board, but you blew it! You only have yourself to blame for that, not me, not Stealth, not the other board mods, just yourself. 
But somehow, I won them all over. Maybe it's because out of all the negitive things I am, one of my negitive features isn't dishonesty.

Correction, one of your features IS dishonesty. If you are so honest, why have you stolen content from SSRG and other hacking/secrets-related websites and failed to give them credit for their work on your page? Why have you failed to give me credit for a photo of a beta Sonic CD Cover you have on your site, even after I emailed and ask you to give mt credit for the image? I thought you said you were honest?
The reason why some people follow you is because they are crazy enough to follow a reckless, irresponsible, dishonest, egocentric person as yourself.  Why do they follow you? Most likely for the same reasons why there are Bin Laden followers in the world. People who believe such backward thinkers are those who are uneducated or not mature enough to sort good from bad. Think I’m lying? The average solider in the Taliban might have been old, but they had the mind and the intelligence of a grade school child. I didn’t believe until they started interviewing some of them on ABC and/or CNN.
I am one of the most honest people you will ever meet. Mostly because I don't give a fuck what you think, so I may as well tell the truth. I guess somehow it's respected.

You, honest? Don’t make me laugh.
Example 1: see above reply regarding content stealing and Pach.
Example 2: you repetitively told me that you never went to jail/prison even though I insisted that you once did. You publicly called me liar for saying that and claimed it was untrue. Now, for the first time since you posted that you came back from prison, you are admitted to the truth. 
Example 3: in previous bouts online, you make certain claims about accusations about me. Nearly every time I ask for an example, you make a stupid irrelevant reply that has nothing to do with the accusation in question. You make claims about me, but you never can follow through with them. The reason why you can’t is because they are a lie. You are being, by definiation, dishonest.
 
"Then there is Pach’s script-kiddy grade "attacks" on news scripts of SSRG and the 'Zone. Pach solicited password from staff members to gain access to the news scripts to create obscene messages on SSRG and the 'Zone."

Ok, that is a flat out lie. You piss off everyone, someone out of the billion people you had do news for you posted some nasty stuff. Funny how it took you months later to say that. Oh, that's because you're a fucking bitter little child. Need a scapegoat Andy? Fine.
* Sigh *. Really? I find it all too interesting that the news page gets erased with text talking about male penises (which is a trademark topic for you, for some reason,) at the same time when you sent me an AIM saying “I own you”.
BTW, I did not post word that it was you who did the attack because I did not want to give you the satisfaction.
And why do you talk about penises so much on the message boards? Are you unconfident about your man-hood, do you have penis envy, or are you incapable of producing a real insult?

The following things are my fault because Andy is angry with me:

#1: Nazi genocide
#2: The sinking of the titanic
#3: the volcano ash covering the city of Pompeii
#4: Oh yeah, being a script kiddie destroying his dead site.

Actually, the list is more like
#1 Got the Area5l MB on Ezboard removed. (And you claim to be a honest, trustworthy and a friend of the community. More like a backstabbing, egocentric jackass of the community.)
#2 Acted like a jerk to all the Area 51 board members and the board mods, even after they repeatedly asked you kindly to behave yourself.
#3 Backstabbed me after I put my reputation on the line to give you a second chance.
#4 Posted false information about SSRG and myself for your own amusement and benefit.

"Pach approached me nicely so he could be a member of the A51 MB"

Yeah, I remember that.... I believe what I said was: "Tell 10st to quit being a fag"

Correction, you approached me to get your account restored. All the mods at Area51 wanted you gone, period. I stuck-up for you and got your account reinstated. Then you turn your back against me and begin acting like a jerk after being a “nice guy” for a few weeks.
Here's my well thought out reply: Blow me. Blow me long, blow me hard, and when you're finished, please run your tounge up my asscrack.

I’m ready when you are, honey-bun! I’ll bring the whips and hand-cuffs! LOL!
After that, please fucking vanish. Mr. "I need to leave because I'm stupid and melodramatic". I know you seem the need to feel right, but you fucked up. You shut down saxman out of pride for yourself, you abused countless other people in a simular way. Then, to top it off, you throw a fit like a little girl after Sax moved. (Oh, and for Andy's information, as well as everyone elses, I bought sax a domain, and arranged hosting.... and haven't bothered with it at all. Sax's shit is his shit. Without a hacking scene there is no research scene.) 

What is good for the goose is good for the gander. You acted like a jerk to me and all the good people in the Sonic Hacking Community. You made our lives difficult. I’m now going to repay you for what you have done by exposing the truth behind your false allegations and by revealing what a real jerk you are. I want to make sure people understand the truth about you and your games.
As for why I shut-down Saxman’s site, please visit http://ssrg.emulationzone.org/sections/saxman  
His site was shut-down for several reason, which does not include “out of pride for myself.”  If you read the document further, you will read about how I was literally going to hand SSRG to Saxman.  I highly doubt someone only interested in “pride for himself” would do such a thing.
Also, I like to hear true-life accounts of how I “abused countless other in a similar way.” And I want names/aliases and full detailed stories of their hardship, not fabricated lies that can be stated in one or two sentences. And I don’t even bother stating Saxman’s story, for that has already been discussed. I want REAL accounts.
 And if I was as evil as you claim me to be, then why are there so many staff members on SSRG and the ‘Zone? Even to this day? Explain to me why many people thank me for what I have done for them in terms of hosting and support of their projects, including AJ, Sonukku, Stealth, Sonic Blur, and countless others?
So take a deep breath, breath deep into your empty shell of a life, and then blow it out your ass. 

I believe those words were directed at yourself, so I will not comment on them.


